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agents and show that they can specify some testing equivalences for πo. If negation-as-failure-to-prove is 
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equivalence for π0. This latter result follows from observing that co-agents directly represent formulas in 
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Abstrac t  
The agent expressions of the T-calculus can be translated into a theory of linear logic in 
such a way that the reflective and transitive closure of a-calculus (unlabeled) reduction is 
identified with "entailed-by". Under this translat,ion, parallel composition is mapped to the 
multiplicative disjunct ("parn) and restriction is mapped to universal quantification. Prefixing, 
non-deterministic choice (+), replication (!), and t,he match guard are all represented using 
non-logical constants, which are specified using a simple form of axiom, called here a process 
clause. These process clauses resemble Horn clauses except that they may have multiple conclu- 
sions; that is, their heads may be the par of atomic formulas. Such multiple conclusion clauses 
are used to axiomat.ize communicat,ions among agents. Given this translation, it is nature to 
ask to what extent proof theory can be used to understand the meta-theory of the T-calculus. 
We present some preliminary results along this liue for x o ,  the "propositional" fragment of the 
T-calculus, which lacks restriction and value passing (a0 is a subset of CCS). Using ideas from 
proof-theory, we introduce co-agents and show that t,hey can specify some testing equivalences 
for no. If negation-as-failure-to-prove is permitted as a co-agent combinator, then testing equiv- 
alence based on co-agents yields observational equivalence for TO. This latter result follows from 
observing that co-agents directly represent formulas in t,he Hennessy-Milner modal logic. 
1 Introduction 
In  this paper we address the  question "Can we view a, given process calculus as a logic?" This  
is different (although certainly rela.ted) t'o the question ('Can logic be used to  characterize a given 
process calculus?" Such a question would view logic as a a  auxiliary language t o  tha t  of the  process 
calculus: for example, the  Hennessy-Rlilner logic has such a rela.tionship t o  CCS. Our  approach here 
will be t o  use logic more iminediately by trying to match cornbinators of the given process calculus 
directly t o  logical connectives and,  if a con~biriator fa.iIs t,o mat,cll, trying to  axiomatized i t  directly 
and  uniformly in logic. 
For our purposes here, we shall consider a formal syst.em to  be a logic if it has a sequent calculus 
presentation tha t  admits a cut-elimination theorem. Of course, this definition of logic is not  formal 
unless formal definitions of sequent calculi and cut-elimination a.re provided. We shall not  a t t empt  
*This paper appeals in the Proceedings of the 1992 LQorkshop on Extensions to Logic Programming, edited by E. 
Lamma and P. Mello, Lect,ure Notes in Co~nputer Science, Springcr-Verlag. 
formal definitions of these two terms here: we simply make use of a couple examples of sequent 
calculus systems. A constant of the formal system will be considered logical if it has left and right 
introduction rules. A non-logical constant is any other constant whose meaning is specified by axioms 
or theories: such constants do not, in general, participate in a cut-elimination theorem. 
There seems to  be two broad ways in wllicll connections between concurrency and proof theory 
can be and are being developed: one uses proof reduction and the other proof search. 
The funct ional  prograrnmii lg approach.  Functional programs can be viewed as natural de- 
duction proofs and computation on them as the process of proof normalization. Using familiar 
correspondences between natural deduction proofs and normaliza.tion with sequent calculus and cut- 
elimination in intuitionistic logic [Pot77, Fe191], functional programs can be seen as sequent proofs 
and computation as cut-elimination. Traditiona.lly, the sequents used are of the form A - G, 
where A is a set of propositions (generally typing judgments) and G is a single proposition. Such 
sequents are called single-coiaclusion sequents. 
Following ideas of Girard presented in [Girg'i], Abra.msky [AbrSO, AbrSl] has extended this 
interpretation of computation to  multiple-conclusion sequents, t11a.t is, sequents of the form A - I', 
where A and J? are both sets (actually, multisets) of propositions. In this setting, cut-elimination 
specifies concurrent programming. I11 pa.rticular, Abramsky presents a method for "realizing" the 
computational content of multiple-conclusion proofs in linear logic that yields concurrent programs 
in CCS, CSP, and the a-calculus. I11 t.1lese rea.lized programs, cut--elimination in proofs is modeled 
by communication. 
The logic p rog ramming  approach .  I11 the logic prograillining setting, programs are theories 
(collections of formulas) describing t.he meaning of non-logical const,ant,s and computation is identi- 
fied with the search for cut-free sequent proofs. Here, the sequent C; A - G is used to  represent 
the state of an idealized logic programming interpret.er in which the current set of non-logical con- 
stants is C, the current logic program (theory) about those constalits is the set of formulas A and 
the formula t o  be established, called the query or goa.1, is G. 
A logic and proof system will be consider a logic programming language if a simple kind of 
goal-directed search is complete. This kind of definition of logic programming was first given in 
[MNPSSl] for single-conclusion sequents, where the t,echnical not,ion of uniform proof provides an 
analysis of goal-directed search. A unifonn proof is a cut.-free, single-conclusion sequent proof where 
every sequent whose right-hand side is non-atomic is the conclusio~l of a right-introduction rule. In 
an interpreter attempting to find a uniform proof, the struct,ure of the right-hand side (the goal) can 
be reflected directly into the proof being construct,ed. The given logic a.nd proof system is called an 
abstract logic programming language if a sequent, 11a.s a proof if and only if it has a uniform proof. 
First-order and higher-order variants of Horn cla.uses and the more expressive hereditary Harrop 
formulas can be used as the basis of abstract logic ~>rograinming languages [MNPSSl]. 
In abstract logic programming languages, the search senlantics of a logical connective in the goal 
is independent from its context (the program): c~n t ex t~s  are only considered to help in proving atomic 
formulas. For example, if our logical systbem is intuitionistic logic, an attempt to prove the sequent 
C; A - GI v G2 could be replaced by a proof of eit.her C ;  A - G 1 or C; A - G2, no matter 
what formulas are contained in A .  This is not a colnplete stra.tegy for full intuitionistic logic: while 
there is a proof of the sequent C ; p V q  - q v p ,  its last. inference rule is not V - R ,  that is, there are no 
proofs of C; p V  q - q or of C; p  V q --- p. Mihen t , l~e synt,ax of programs are restricted adequately, 
completeness of uniform proofs can be established. The resulting restriction then determines a 
logic programming language. Wit,hin this setting, cu t-eliinination plays the meta-theoretic role of 
guarantor of canonical models for logic programs (see, for example, [RiIi192, HM921). 
Unfortunately, the definition of uniform proofs given here is restricted to only single-conclusion 
sequent proofs systems. Extending t,llis notion of goal-directed search to multiple conclusion se- 
q u e n t ~  runs into the following simple problem: if t,he right-hand side of a sequent contains two or 
more non-atomic formulas, how should t,he logical connectives at the head of those formulas be 
introduced? There seems to be two choices. One approach simply requires that one of the possible 
introductions be done. This has the disadvantage that there might be an interdependency between 
right-introduction rules in that one may need to appear lower is a proof than another. In this case, 
logical connectives in the goal would not reflect directly and simply into the structure of the proof. 
A second approach requires that all right-hand rules should be done simultaneously. Although it is 
difficult to  deal with simultaneous rule application in the sequent calculus, we can employ permu- 
tations of inference rules within the sequent calculus [Kle52]. That is, we can require that  if two 
or more right-introduction rules can be use to derive a given sequent, then all possible orders of 
applying those right-introduction rules can be obtained from any other order simply by permuting 
right-introduction inferences. Using this second approach, we shall say that a cut-free sequent proof 
Z is uniform if for every subproof of Z and for every non-atomic formula occurrence B in the 
right-hand side of the endsequent of Q, there is a proof q' that is equal to  Q up to permutation of 
inference rules and is such that the last inference rule in 9' introduces the top-level logical connective 
occurring in B. I t  is easy to  see that this definition of uniform proof generalizes the one given above 
for single-conclusion sequents. 
As we shall see , the a-calculus call be viewed as a multiple-conclusion logic programming lan- 
guage in the sense that certain  sequent,^ are provable if and only if they have multiple-conclusion 
uniform proofs. 
Our analytic tools are taken from the sequent calculus, especially the refinement of that subject 
found in linear logic [Gir87], and from logic programming, particularly the topics of goal-directed 
provability and negation-as-failure. We shall invest.igate to what est,ent the framework of introduc- 
tion rules, A-abstraction in terms and in proofs (also know as eigen-variables), and the central notion 
of cut-elimination helps in analyzing a process calculus. This work is preliminary: we shall only look 
at the T-calculus [MPW89a, R4PW89b, R4i191, RIP\1'91] as a particular example of a process calculus. 
This calculus is, of course, rich and  present,^ several interest,ing challenges. 
2 Translating n-calculus expressions into logic 
Besides assuming some familiarity with sequent calculus, we shall a.lso assume that the reader is 
familiar with the n-calculus as given in either [hiIil9O] or [RIPW89a]. The principle mechanism 
of the n-calculus is the sy~icl~ronizatioi~ f two agents and the sending of a name from one agent 
t o  another. Synchronization is familia from CCS; value passing is new to  the n-calculus. The 
expression %z.P  describes an agent that is willing t,o t,ransinit the value z on the wire x (x and z 
are names). The expression x(y).Q denotes an agent t11a.t is willing to receive a value on wire x and 
formally bind that value to y. The bound varia.ble y in this expression is scoped over Q. The central 
computational step of the a-calculus is the reduct,ion of t.he para.lle1 composition %z.P  [ x(y).Q to 
the expression P (Q[z/y]. The agents P a.nc1 Q[z/y] a.re now able to continue their interactions with 
their environment independently. 
The a-calculus differs from CCS also in that it has a notion of scope restriction: in the agent 
expression (x )P ,  z is bound and invisible to the out,side. The scoped value x, however, can be 
communicated outside its scope, providing a phenomenon ltnown as "scope extrusion." For example, 
(z)(Zz.P I Q) I x(y).R is structurally equivalent to ( z ) ( % z .  P ( Q ( x(y).R), provided that z is not 
free in x(y).R. This scope restriction is always easy t,o accommodat,e since we shall assume that a- 
conversion is available for changing the nwne of bound variables. This expression can now be reduced 
to (z ) (P  1 Q ]  R[z/y]), where the scope of the restrict,ion ( z )  is la.rger since it contains the agent R[zly] 
in which z may be free. This mechanism of generating new na.mes (using a-conversion) and sending 
them outside their scope is an important pa.rt of the computa.t,ional power of the a-calculus. 
The silent transition T is not discussed at all in this paper: a.lthoug11 the techniques described 
below should be able to  address r ,  the a.ppropriate illet.llods for this have not yet been investigated. 
Below we describe three translations of T-calculus agent expressions into logical expressions. The 
first two are simple duals of each other; the third is a si~nplification of the first. 
The disjunct ive t ranslat ion.  The first translation requires the logical constants @ (additive 
disjunction), 38 (par, multiplicative disjunction), ? (the exponential "why not"), V, and I (the 
identity for T ? ) .  Given its dependence on the additive and multiplicative disjunctions of linear 
logic, this translation is called the disjunctive translation. Tlie following three simply typed, non- 
logical constants are also required (assuming; that the type of logical expressions is o and that of 
names is i ) :  
send : i --+ i --+ o -+ o, g e t  : i - ( i  - o)  --+ o, match : i - i --+ o - o. 
As should be clear froin these types, we shaH freely make use of higher-order types and A-calculus 
to  smooth the treatment of bound variables a.nd va.riable scoping. All those details will be pressed 
into a simple meta-level that contains the simply t,yped A-ca.lculus and quantification at higher-order 
types. 
The disjunctive translation is given by the follo~ving induct,ion oil t'he structure of agent expres- 
sions. 
((P+Q))=((P))@((Q)) ((PIQ))=((P))T((Q)) 
(((ZIP)) = \Jz((P)) ((! P)) =?((P)) ((nil)) = 1 
((zy.P)) = send z y ((P)) ((z(y).P)) = g e t  ;c Ay((P)) 
(([x = y]P)) = match z y ((P)) 
To describe the meaning of the three non-logical  constant.^, we have the following axioms. 
vizViy\JoSdi,,h! [Ry 151s -o g e t  x R 9 send z y S] 
Viz'di-,P [P -o match x x P] 
Notice that these axioms are higher-order in the sense tohat they allow quantification over predicate 
symbols. Such q~antificat~ion is intended here t,o be purely synt.actic: t.lie type i -+ o denotes the set 
of closed, simply typed A-terms of t,ype i - o and not some ab~ t~ rac t  domain of functions. A similar 
treatment of higher-order type quantification for Horn clauses can be found in [NM90]. 
Tlie colljurlctive t ranslat ion.  It is trivial t,o dualize the disju~ictive translation completely. That  
is, it is possible to  map the "logical" co~nbinat,ors iiit,o t,he dual logical connectives. 
In this case, the non-logical axioins would be asioislatized with the formulas 
VixViyV,SVi-oR [get x R 8 send z y S -0 Ry @ S] 
viz'd,P [match x x P P P] 
This translation is called conjunctive because it uses the inultiplicative and additive conjunctions. 
The formal analysis below is completely dua.lizable, so there appea.rs to be no formal reason t o  pick 
one translation over the other. This seems to be t,lie case because process calculus is fundamentally 
about reduction, while logic has made a commitment to bot,h reduction (implies/implied-by) and to 
truth values. Truth values do not naturally nlap into processes. The disjunctive translation maps 
reduction to  implied-by; the conju~lct,ive translation tmo implies. 
The following two extra-logical nlotivat,ions can be offered for clroosing the disjunctive translation 
over the conjunctive translation. 
Goal r educ t ion  in logic p r o g r a m ~ n i n g  a n d  agent  reduc t ion  in the n-calculus. In logic 
programming based on single-conclusion sequents, a uniform proof that results from the successful 
search for a proof of a sequent C; A - G records the goal reductions applied to  G in the right-hand 
side of the proof's sequent when read from the bottom of the proof. If the disjunctive translation 
is used, a similar observation can be applied to t#he n-calculus: agent reduction is recorded in the 
right-hand sides of the sequents when read from the bottom. Andreoli and Pareschi [AP91] have 
made a similar choice in the representa.tion of agent reduction using a kind of multiple-conclusion 
Horn clause. The conjunctive translation estranges this para.lle1 since reductions would take place 
on the left-hand side. 
Scope  ex t ru s ion  a s  a multiple-conclusion phenomenon.  A natural notion of scoping occurs 
in logic programming based on single-conclusion sequents. For example, the search for a uniform 
proof of the sequent C;  A - D > G reduces to  the search for a uniform proof of the sequent 
C; A ,  D - G. If A is considered to be t,he curreilt progra.111 held by a logic programming interpreter, 
then D call be seen as a pr0gra.m unit t,hat is added t,o the current program during a computation. 
A notion of modular programming for logic progra.mming was developed in [Mi1891 based on this 
simple observation. To enforce that this notion of inodular programming obeys the correct notion 
of scoping, single conclusion sequent calculus is required. Consider, for example, searching for a 
uniform proof of the sequent C; A + G1 V (D > G?) using the usual intuitionistic introduction 
rules for V-R and >-R [Gen69]. This search would lead to the search for proofs of either the sequent 
Z; A - GI or C;  A ,  D - G2. I11 particular, the formula D is only available t o  help prove 
the formula G2:  its scope does not include GI. This formula is, however, classically equivalent to  
( D  > GI) V G2 and D > (GI V G 2 )  Thus t.he scope of D can move in ways not supported in 
intuitionistic logic. In particular, p  V ( y  > q )  is not prova.ble int,uit.ionist.ically but it is classically. 
Gentzen's characterization of the differences bet~veen i~~tuit,iollistic and cla3sical logics as arising 
from differences in using single and multiple conclusion sequents provides an elegant analysis of 
scope extrusion. Consider the follo~ving sequent proof. 
The occurrence of p in the left of the initial seqlient has as it,s scope all the formulas on the right: 
in the intuitionistic case, there can only Ile one such formula on the right and, hence, scope cannot 
be liberalized in this way. 
If the disjunctive tran~lat~ion is used, scope ext.rusion i l l  t,he T-ca.lculus can be accounted for in an 
analogous fashion. In this case, however, scope ext,rusion arises between the interaction of the V-R 
rule and multiple conclusions. For a simple exa.mple, consider the sequent C ; p  - ( V Z ~ . ~ )  V (3y,.p), 
where we assume that C has no constant whose t,ype cont,a.ins i .  This sequent is provable only if we 
admit multiple conclusion sequents in it.s proof. Below is a, proof of this sequent. 
Here, it is an eigen-variable that has it,s scope libera.t,ecl. As we shall see, scope extrusion in the 
x-calculus will be explained by this use of eigen-va.riables. I11 the coi-?junctive translation, similar 
proofs are possible but t,he correspolldeacc t80 scope extrusion in logic programming would disappear 
and the distinctions between single-conclusion a.nd multiple-conclusiorl sequents would not then be 
relevant. 
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(t) x  is not free in P.  (';) Y is not empty. (3) y  E C. 
Figure 1: Some logical implications a.nd equivalences assiiiniiig the disjunctive translation and as- 
suming that  + and ! are mapped t.o logical coiistant,~. 
Structu~.al equivale~~ce. Before describing our final t8ranslation (a variant of the disjunctive 
translation), we present a simple method for determining st.ructura1 equivalence between two agents. 
By C; P t Q we mean that the formula Q is provable from the formula P given the signature 
of constants C :  a formal definition for this three-place predicate is given shortly. The notation 
C; P it- Q simply means that S ;  P  t Q and C; Q t P.  11% shall extend the domain of t- and it 
by allowing P and Q to  be agent expressions: in this case, one of the above two translations is 
used to  coerce an agent into a formula.. Notice t,liat t,he extension of C; P i t  Q is independent 
of which translation is used and if X is held fixed, t.he result,iilg bina.ry relation is an equivalence. 
Also, since no axioms about communication or matching are used, only the logical identities are 
used to  determine this equivalence. As a. result,, t,liis equivalence to  a good candidate for structural 
equivalence. Figure 1 provides some examples of S ;  P  it Q and C; P t Q (for which we assume the 
use of the disjunctive translation described above). 
A final translation. A much more serious aspect of the translation given above is the choice 
of which combinators should be genuine logical constaiit.~ and which are axiomatized, non-logical 
constants. I t  seems an advant.age to malie as few of t,he coillbinators into logical connectives as 
possible as long as the remaining combinat,ors can he described uniforinly in terms of the logical ones. 
One reason for this advantage is that reduct.ion st,eps map rat,l~er natura.lly into right introduction 
rules of the sequent calculus (this will be c1ea.r froin t,he proof of Proposition 6), while the left 
introduction rules do not generally yield plausible recluct.ion steps. For example, if + is mapped to 
the logical constant @ and if we wish reduction t,o be identified with entailed-by, then we are forced 
t o  admit the reduction rule: if P reduces to Q1 and t,o Q2,  t,lien P reduces to Q1 + Qz:  a dubious 
"reduction" rule. Fortuna.t,ely, it is possible t,o a.xionlat.ke t,lie rednct,ion na.ture of + and ! by using 
the clauses 
C ; A + I '  
initial n.il-L nil-R 
C ; P - P  C; nil -+ C; A - nil, r 
Figure 2: Basic inference rules 
; A - P  C; P, A, - rz t a 2-term C U {x); A - I' 
C;A, ,  A, - r1, r2 C; [t/x]A - [t/x]I' 
Figure 3: Two forms of t,he cut-rule 
These clauses encode right introduction rules wit,hout forcing us to a.ccept the corresponding left 
introduction rules. 
Instead of translating ?r-calculus expressions into t,he synt,ax of linear logic, we shall simply use 
the syntax of the ?r-calculus. We shall not make any distinction now bet,ween agents and formulas 
over the logical const,ants I : o -+ o - o , (-) : ( i  - o )  - o, nil : o and the non-logical constants 
! : o -+ o, + : o -+ o + o, plus the constructors for prefixing and inatching, written x(y).P, Ey.P, 
and [x = y]P of types i - (i - o)  - o,  i + I: - o - o, and i - ,i + o -- o,  respectively. We shall 
also assume that there is a denumerably infinite set of const.ant.s of t,ype i. 
Let A and I' be finite, n~ult,isets of formulas. Let C he a s i g t~a t~~re ,  that is, a (possibly empty) 
set of typed  constant,^. A term t is a C-term if t is closed and all  constant.^ in d are members of C. A 
sequent is a triple C; A - r where A U r conta,ins formulas all of whose non-logical constants are 
from the set C. The notation C; A t r rneans that t'he sequent C; A - r has a proof in linear logic 
(inference rules for the fragment of linear logic needed here are in Figures 2 and 3). The rule ( - )R  
has the proviso that y @ C, and the rule ( - ) L  1la.s t,he proviso that t is a Y-t,erm. Notice that the only 
inference rule with more tlian one premise is the left int,roduct,ion rules for multiplicative disjunction. 
The structural rules of contraction and weakening are not present. The notation C; A it I' means 
E;  A l- I' and C; I' l- A. Again, tlle rela.tion it will he used as structural equivalence. Since we 
have reduced the number of 1ogica.l connect,ives, t,his equivalence is now weaker than is described in 
Figure 1. For example, P + Q is 110 longer -It related to Q + P.  
The cut-elimination t,heorem for linear logic [Gir87] sho\\rs t,lla.t the inference rules in Figure 3 are 
admissible with respect to the basic set of rules. Given t,he cut.-elimination theorem, provability in 
this proof system is obviously decidable. Note that we have not given any status to the non-logical 
constants and their axiolns in this proof syst.em. 14'e do t,his in the next section. 
3 Process clauses and process theories 
We now step back from the particular esa~nple of the T-ca.lculus to  consider some general consider- 
ations of the logical framework we have picked. 
A process clause is a closed formula of the forill 
where m > 1, P is an agent expression, Q1,. . . , Q, are atomic (formulas with non-logical constants 
as their head symbols), and all free variables in P (called the body of the clause) are free in Q1 1. . .(Q, 
(called the head of the clause). The quantified variables 5 may be of type i and o, as well as higher- 
order types, for example, i -+ o. If m = 1, such a clauses is also called a single-conclusion clause; 
otherwise, i t  is called a multiple-conclusion clause. An instance of a process clause using C-terms 
(for a given C) is called a C-instance of that clause. 
The propositional structure of process clauses is similar to  the clauses studied by Andreoli and 
Pareschi [AP91] where & and T (erasure) are also pern~it~ted in the body of clauses: their formalism, 
however, permits neither universal quantification in the body of clauses nor quantification of higher- 
type variables. 
A process the0 y is a finite, possibly empty, set H of process clauses. An H-proofis  a proof built 
using the rules in Figure 2 and one inference of the form 
for every clause V5 [P -o Q l  I . . . ( Q,] in H. When an H-clause is written as an inference rule in 
this way, that inference rule is called an H-inference rule. Let. C be a signature that contains all 
the non-logical constants contained in clauses of H. We write 3 ;  A kH r to mean that the sequent 
C; A - r has an H-proof. The structr~re of H-proofs are particularly simple, as we shall now see. 
The site of an instance of aa inference rule is a multiset of occurrence of formulas in the concluding 
sequent defined using the following cases: if the inference rule is t,he init,ial rule proving the sequent 
C; P - P ,  then the site is tlle ~nultiset conta~ining both occurrences of P; t,he site for an introduction 
rule is the singleton multiset, containing the formula occurrence cont,aining the introduced logical 
constant; and the site for an H-inference rule based on tmlle clause V f  [P -oQ1 1 .  . .I Q,] is the multiset 
containing the occurrences of tlle instances of t,he fornllilas Q1, . . . , Q,. Two inference rules permute 
if whenever instances of these two rules have a coinlnon sequent as a. conclusion and the sites of these 
two inference rule instances are disjoint,, t<hea those inference rules ca.n be composed in either order 
to  yield identical premises to  their composit,ion. \.l'hen doing a hot,t,om-up search for proofs, the 
order in which permuting inference rules are a.pplied is not important. For example, the following 
two proof fragments demonstrate that ( - ) R  and IR permute over each other. 
We assume here that y @ C 
Proposi t iol l  1 All  pairs of righf rules (nil-R, IR, a i ~ r l  (-)R) a n d  H-inference rules permute over 
each other. 
Proof.  This proposition follows from sirnply checking all cases. The case where a ( - )R  inference 
rule is below an H-inference rule requires t,he assumpt,ion about. process clauses that all free variables 
in the body of clauses are also free in their head. 
Consider the process theory that cont,ains the single process cla.use 
Here, prefixing is represented by t,wo non-logical constant.s, bot.11 of type i - o -+ o. The order of 
the two H-rules in the proof fra.gment 
cannot be switched: the site of the lower rule cont,ains a subforn~ula that is in the site of the upper 
rule. Notice also that  a sequent with right-hand side a.P,  a.Q, 2.R can be the result of an H-inference 
rule in two ways: the choice of one of these precludes the other choice. 
Proposition 2 If C; A - l? has an H-proof, it has an H-proof Z such that Z has an occurrence 
of a sequent C'; A - r' where all i~tferen,ce rules above this sequent occurrence are left introduction 
rules and instances of the initial inference rule and all inference rules below ihis sequent occurrence 
are right i~~ t roduc t ion  rules or H-i~tference rules. 
The sequent C'; A - I" is called the crossover sequent for the proof Z. 
Proof. Let 8 be an H-proof of C; A - r. If there is no pair of inference rules such that the 
lower one is a left introduction rule and t,he upper one is a right introduction rule or an H-inference 
rule, then 8 has the structure described for the Z in the proof. Otherwise, assume that such a pair 
of inference rules exists. It is then possible to permut,e the order of these two rules and still have 
a proof of the same endsequent. The fact that a I-L below a (-)-R rule can be permuted requires 
observing the general fact tha,t if C; A - r has an H-proof t,hen S'; A - l? has an H-proof 
whenever C' is a signature that contains C. A simple inductive argument then shows that  by doing 
enough permutations, all such pairs of inference rules can be removed. 
Corollary 3 If C; A - I? has an H-proof then A ntust be a sziigleto~> inttlfiset. 
Proof. Assume not and let C; A --+ r be a sequent in which 4 contains more than one member 
and which has an H-proof Z of 1niniina.l heigllt. Clea.rly, C; A - I? is not an initial sequent. But it 
is simple to  check that no matter what it.s last inference rule is, Z lnust contain a proper subproof 
of a sequent containing more thaa one formula on its left.. This contxadicts the choice of Z. 
Propositioi~ 4 The two cut rules of F~gtrre 9 ore arl~ntssible rn H-proofs. 
Proof. 
Let Z1 be an H-proof for C; Q - P, rl and let E? be an I$-proof for C; P - r2. We must 
show that there is an H-proof for 27; Q -- T I ,  I??. First, we can assume that the last inference rule 
in E2 is a left introduction rule or the initial sequent rule since cut perillutes up through all the 
right introduction rules and H-inference rules for proofs of this premise. Similarly, we can assume 
that the last inference rule in Z1 is either a right introduction rule or an H-inference rule in which 
the occurrence of P is in the site. IVo~rr, if P has a top-level logical coi~st~ant, then Z1 ends in a 
right introduction of that constant and Z3 ends in a left introduction of that constant. The usual 
movement of cut upwards in a proof will work in this case. F~nally. if P is atomic, then r2 is the 
multiset that consists of just P, so we can simply use Z1 as tlle proof of S ;  Q - r l ,  r2. 
The proof that the other cut rule involving substitution is adinissihle is simpler and more direct. 
The following proposition demonstrates that process theories can be viewed as multiple conclusion 
logic programming languages. 
Propositio~l 5 The  sequent has aiz H-proof zf and only zf 1 1  has a unzfornz H-proof. 
Proof. Assume that E is a cut-free, atonlically closed sequent proof. A11 atomically closed proof 
is a proof in which all initial sequents contain only atonlic for1nula.s: it is easy to  show that a sequent 
has a proof if and only if it ha.s an atomically closed proof. Using the definition of uniform proofs 
for multiple conclusion sequents given in the int.rocluct~ion, we now s1101v that 5 is, in fact, a uniform 
proof. Let 9 be a subproof of Z t,llat proves t.he sequent C; A - l? a.nd let B be a non-atomic 
formula occurrence in r. Since t,lle sites of H-rules cont,ain only a to~ns  and since initial sequent rules 
involve only atoms, the top-level logical connective of B must he introduced somewhere is 8.  Given 
that all left rules can be permuted upward t,llrough a proof and that all right-rules and H-inference 
rules also permute over each ot.l~er, a series of permut,at,ions can carry the proof 8 into a proof Q' in 
Figure 4: Theory reduction rules: provided that R 4 S is a C-instance of a clause in H. 
C U { x ) ; P *  P' INS t is a C-term 8; Q * P[t/x] GEN C; (x) P ==+ P' C ; Q  * ( x ) P  
I=; P P' PAR 
C ; P l Q * P ' l Q  
Figure 5: Descent reduction rules: In INS, x is not free in P' 
Figure 6: St,ruct,ural reduc,t,ioii rules. 
which the last inference rule ii~troduces t811e top-level logical connective of B. Thus, Z is a uniform 
proof. 
Process calculi are generally described using a, not.ion of reduction. \Ve will focus on unlabeled 
reduction, such as is found in [RllilSO]; an example of labeled reductions is used in Section 5. Figures 4, 
5, and 6 present a proof system for a formulation of reduction determined by a process theory H. 
The following propositioil shows the close relat,ion bet,ween tH and such reduction. 
Propos i t ion  6 Let H be a process theory  and l e i  reduclion be defined with respect t o  it. T h e n  
C; Q P h a s  a proof i f  and on ly  i f  C; P tH Q. 
Proof .  First, assume that C; Q P has a reduction proof. Proceed by induction on the 
structure of that proof. If the proof is of lleigllt 1, t,llen it is a n  in~t~ance of either a theory reduction 
rule or the REF rule. In each case, it follo\i~s immediat.ely that. C; P tH  Q. 
To handle the remailling structural rule, assume that the proof ends in an instance of the TRANS 
rule. By induction, C;  R k H  Q a.nd 2; Q t- P, and thus T; R tH P by cut. 
Assume that the last i11ferenc.e rule was a descent reduc,tion rule. If t,hat rule is INS, then 
induction guarantees that C U {x); P' - P has a proof. Adding the (-)R rules yields a proof for 
C; P' - (x)P .  Similarly, if that rule is GEN then induct.ion provides a proof of C; P[t/x] -+ Q 
where t is a C-term. Adding the ( - ) L  rule yields a. proof of C; ( z ) P  - Q. If that rule is PAR, 
then induction provides a proof of Z;  P' - P .  Using t,lre init#ial sequent C; Q - Q and the IL 
and IR rules yields a proof of Z=; P' I Q - P I Q. 
Now consider the converse of this proposition. That is, assuine t,hat X;  P - Q1,. . . , Q, has an 
H-proof. We prove by i~~duct ion  the st*ructure of a. (cut-free) H-proof that C; Q1 I . . . I Q, P 
has a reduction proof. (If n = 0 then Q1 1 . . . ( Q,, is simply nil.) 
Case  initial: If the proof is an instance of the initial rule, t,llen n = 1 a.nd Q1 is P .  The reduction 
proof is simply an inst,ance of t,he REF rule. 
C a s e  nil-R: The final sequent is C; P - n i l ,  Q1, . . . , Q,, and induction provides a proof of 
C; Q1 1 . . I Q, ==$ P. Noticing that. C; iail  ( R. it R for any R, use t,he REF and TRANS rules to 
provide a reduction proof for C; nil I Q1 1 . . . ( Q,, 3 P. 
C a s e  1R: The final sequent is C; P - P I Q ,  Q1 , .  . . , Q,  and induction provides a proof of 
C; (P ( Q) 1 Q1 ( . . . I Q, P .  If this is not. t,lie desired reduct,ion sequent already, simply use REF 
and TRANS to associa.te the 1's different,ly. 
C a s e  (-)R: The final sequent is C; P - ( r )Q,Q1, .  . . , Q,  a.nd induction provides a proof of 
E U {y); Q[y/x] I Q1 1 . . . )  Qn P Adding the INS proof rule yields a proof of C; (y)(Q[y/e] I Q1 I 
. . I Qn) 3 P .  Since C; (y)(Q[y/x] I QI 1 . . . )  Q,) dl- (x)Q I Q1 I . . . )  Q,, a use of REF and TRANS 
yields a proof of C; (x)Q I Q1 I . . . I Q, q P .  
Case H-inference rule: The final sequent is C; P - Q1,. . . , Qi, . . . , Q, and R -O Q1 I . . . I Qi is 
a C-instance of a rule in H .  Thus, induction provides a proof of C; R I Qi+i I . . . 1 Q, =$ P. But 
by the H-rule (Figure 41, we have C; Q1 I . . . ( Qi R. By n  - i applications of PAR, we have 
C; &I I * . . I Q, * R I Qi+l I . . . I Q,. A use of TRANS and we are finished. 
Case nil-L: The final sequent is C; nil -. But C; nil =+ nil follows from REF. 
Case IL: The final sequent is C; PI I P2 - & I , .  . . , Q, and induction provides proofs of C; Q1 I 
- I Qi =+ Pi and C; &;+I ( . . . I Q, 3 P2, so i = 1,. . . , n.  (Of course, it is permitted to  permute 
the Q's prior to  splitting them.) Using n  - i applications of PAR provides a reduction proof of 
x; &I 1. . . I Q, + PI I Qj+l ( . .  .I Q,. One application of PAR yields C; PI I Qi+l 1 .  . . I  Q, =j PI I P2. 
Thus, one use of TRANS provides a reduction proof of C; Q1 ( . . . I Q, a Pi 1 P2. 
Case (-)L: The final sequellt is C; (x)P - Q1, .  . . , Q,, and induction provides a proof of 
C; 91 1.. .I&, ==+ P[t/x] for t a C-term. The GEN rule immediately yields C; Q1 1.. .IQ, 3 (z)P.  
4 Reduction in the T-calculus 
We should like to identify reduction in the x-calculus \vith the reduction relation defined in the 
previous section using the ~ignat~ure 
C, = {send : i + i + o  --+ o, ge t  : i - ( i  - o)  - o,  
m a t c h : i + i i o - - o ,  ! : o - - + o ,  + : o d o - o )  
and the following theory, whicll we sha.11 ca.11 the ir-theory. 
VjxViyV0SVi+oR [Ry 3 S -0 ge t  n: R ?S send ;I: y S] 
VizVi+,P [P -J match z z P] 
VoPvoQ [ P  -o P + Q] V o P V o Q  [Q * P + Q1 
V,P [I -J! PI V 0 P  [ ! P  $ ! P  -o! PI V 0 P  [ P - o  !P] 
A ?r-proof is an H-proof, where H is t,he set of axioms displayed above. We write C; A k, I? if the 
sequent C, U C; A - r has a ir-proof. Notice t,hat since Z=, contains no constructors for type i, 
the signature C can be re~t~rict~ecl t$o being colnposed only of t,okens of type 1.. Thus, t is a C-term if 
and only if t E C :  the only values used during comput,at~ions (sea.rch for proofs) are names and not 
general terms. 
Notice that it is very easy to accornnlodat,e definition of agents using process clauses: the defi- 
nition C ( f )  = P, where t,he free varia.bles of P are c.ont,ained in t,lle list 2 ,  caa he t,ranslated to the 
process clauses V2[P -o C(z)J. Such clauses ca,n be aclded to t.lle base x- theory. 
Since the notion of reduction is central to the definition of a process calculus, we must be very 
careful in making any claim to having captured t,he ir-calculus ns it is described in, say, [MPW89a, 
MPW89bl. There seems to be at least the following significant. differences with the description given 
in those reports. 
1. Signatures are made explicit and reduct.ions depend on them 
2. The + and ! colnhinators are t.reated only via, comput,a.t~ion rules: there are no rules for explicitly 
descending through them. Thus several reduct,ion st,eps defined here may be needed to account 
for a single reduction step of the ir-calculus. 
3.  The GEN and INS rules do not correspond t.o any rules of [hlPTl'89a, RIIPM'89b]. As a reduction 
rule, GEN does seem odd since it does not seem to be making anything simpler. Its main 
purpose seems to be that it allou~s the result of a reducttion to  discharge its dependence on any 
part of the surrounding signatmure. Notmice that a, version of the reduction rule for restriction 
in the x-calculus can be proved here: if Y U { x ) ;  P  Q  can be proved then by one instance 
each of GEN and INS, we have a proof of C ;  ( x ) P  ==+ ( x )Q .  
Given our plan to use proof theory to organize the syntax of process calculi, these differences 
seem forced. Probably only additional results will tell us if what is defined here is significantly 
different from the x-calculus of [MPW89a]. Of course, the process calculi defined here may be of 
their own interest. 
5 An analysis of the propositional fragment 
Because the x-calculus cornnlunicates values of type i only, we shall think of the x-calculus as a 
first-order theory. In this section we analysis tlie "propositional" fragment of the x-calculus. In 
particular, we shall only be interested in synchronization and not with value passing, binding, or 
restriction, or with match. Thus, agent. expressions in the propositional calculus are defined via the 
grammar 
P  ::= nil I PI I PI, I PI + P? 1 ! P  I a.P 1 6.P, 
where, a  ranges over some fixed, finite set of na.mes To.  We refer to t.liis propositional theory as the 
xo-calculus. It is deteriilined by t,lie signa.ture 
and the following set of process clauses. 
VixV,SdoR [R ?$ S 4 get z R ? send z S] 
V o P V o Q [ p 4 p + Q I  ~ o p ' J ' o Q [ Q 4 p + Q 1  
V 0 P [ I 4 ! P ]  V , P [ ! P ? ! P - o ! P ]  V , P [ P 4 ! P ]  
We shall, of course, identify g e t  a P  and send u P  with a.P and C.P, respectively, and identify a 
with a. A ao-proof is an H-proof, where H is the set. of axioms displayed a.bove. We write A I-, r 
if the sequent C,, U Co; A r has a xo-proof. Since a.gents of the xo-calculus do not contain 
universal quantification, all occurrences of signa.tmures in any xo-proof are equal and, therefore, we 
shall choose not to  display signatures. The TO-calculus is essentially a subset of CCS. 
Given this proof-theoretic setting, a. natural u7a.y t,o a.t,tribute meaning [ P ]  tto an agent P  is via 
the definition 
[PI = {IV I t,, P  I T/t: where 11.' is a.n agent). 
The goal would then be to  say that two agents, P  and Q ,  are ecluivalent, in some sense, if [ P ]  = [Q]. 
Unfortunately, using this definition, all agent,s are equivalent since [ P ]  is always empty: there is no 
notion of a "true" agent. The only notion we have so far is that of one agent reducing to (implied-by) 
another. 
Since we are inside a logic conta.ining many inore logical constants than we are using so far, i t  
is possible to extend the notion of agents to co-ageufs ,  one of which will be "truth." Given some 
notion of co-agents, we shall define tlie meaning of a.gents using 
[PI = {TW I t,, P  1 T/ t :  where W is a co-agent). 
Thus, co-agents will be used to  probe the behavior of agent,s. It. is import>ant to make the following 
observation: no matter what we choose for co-agents, if [PI C [Q] then [ P  + Q] = [Q].  Thus, if 
[PI C [Q] is ever strictly true, we have not captured deadlock within our theory of equivalence. 
In analyzing the ~o-calculus, we shall first introduce two co-agents, identified as the two (linear) 
logical connectives T (erasure) and & (additive coiljunction) for which their right introduction rules 
are given in Figure 7. Assume for now that we define a co-agent to be any expression that contains at 
least one occurrence of either T or k. 1l:e can mal;e t,he following observations regarding occurrences 
of T in [ P ] .  
c;a-r,w1 c ; ~ + r , w ,  
T-R &-R C;A + T,r Y ; A  - r ,wl  & w 2  
Figure 7: Proof rules for the two co-agent coilnectives T and &. 
It is always the case that T E [PI. 
The agent P has an a-transition if and only if C.T E [PI. 
The agent P has an a-transition followed by a 6-transition if and only if a . 6 . ~  E [PI. 
Thus, P has a trace a l , .  . . , a ,  if and only if (11.. . ..C,,.T E [PI.  If T were the only co-agent, then 
the equivalence described by [PI = [Q] would be that of trace equivalence. 
By allowing & as a co-agent expression, we can make more distinctions between the behaviors 
of agents. For example, let P be a.b.izi1 + o..(c.n,il + d.ni1) and let Q be a.(b.iail + c.nil) + a.d.ni1. 
While these have the same t,races, t,lle co-agent. a.(c.T < !  d . ~ )  is a member of [PI but not of [QJJ. 
Notice, however, that since [a.b.nil] C_ [n.(b.izil+c.i~il)]j, it. follo\rrs t,lla.t. [a.(b.izil+c.nil)] = [a.b.nil+ 
a.(b.nil + c.nil)JJ. 
Clearly, co-agents are a.ct,ing as test.ers. The logical const.ant T behaves very much as the w tester 
in [Hen88]. The logical consta.nt & specifies two t.ests t,llat a process must satisfy simultaneous: in a 
sense, the process must be copied and the two copies must. be able to  satisfy two separate tests. Thus 
co-agents treat agents extensionally, that is, as hla.ck boxes whose internal structure is not examined 
directly. Consider what would happen if @ (t,he multiplicat~ive colljunction) were permitted to also 
be a co-agent connective. The co-agent Mjr1 @ 1% would require that the agent being tested be 
divided into two pieces, one of which inust pa.ss 1;I.; and t,he ot,her 1.h. While such a tensor tester 
may have its uses, we do not coilsider it. any furt,her here. 
I t  will be important for a subsequent result (regarding bisimila.rity) t,11at we allow possibly infinite 
conjunctions. Let I be a denumera.ble set (possibly einpt,y). The right ii~t~roduction rule for is 
given by the inference figure 
- r ,  jq, . . . --, r jr.7. . . . 
' z~ 
- r, kiEI1,Vi 
where I = {il, . . . , ij, . . .). If the index set. is empty, t811en kiEr is the same as T and if the index set 
has two element, then is the same as &. The t.erm co-agent now refers to  a.ny agent expression 
containing a t  least one occurrence of &aEI, lvllere I is not a singlet,on. 
The following proposit,ion shows that if co-agents are only used to define testing equivalence, 
they only need to be built up out of prefixing a.nd t,he co-agent, combina.tor k iE I .  
Propos i t ion  7 Define [rI1 lo be the sel of crll m~rllisels of agents and co-agents A such that k, 
I?, A. Define [rJ2 to be th,e set of co-clge~zts IY b.tiill czclusirlely froin occurrences of the indexed 
- - 
& and pefizing so that k, r,  W .  For in.ziltzse1s of ngents r nnd 8 ,  [rIl = [B]1 if and only if 
[ ~ I z  = [*]2. 
Proof .  The proof that [I'll = [Q], implies = [BJ2 is immediate. Thus, assume that [rI2 = [@J2 and that A is a mult.iset of agents and co-agent,s such that k, r, A.  Consider the 
proof system given Figure 8. A ro-proof of - r ,  A can t.11en be extended to a proof in Figure 8 of 
- I? A ,  for some R built exclusively from occurrences of tlie indexed & and prefixing. Thus, 
R E [TI2 and R E [Ql2. NOW given a nu-proof of - 1. R and the proof of -+ I' A, it is an 
easy to construct a proof of -- B A. Tllos, I-,. 8.4 and 4 E [ B J 1  The converse inclusion is 
similar. 
The following proposition describes the fact that in the bott,om-up search for proofs involving co- 
agents, the top-level logical stmcture of co-a.gent,s can be addressed first,. We shall strive to  preserve 
this property when we add one more connect,ive to the st.ruct,ure of co-agents. 
for all i E I - r R. Wi, A Ll 
- r kiEr wrj, A 
Figure 8: A proof system used for "interpolating" between agents and co-agents. The t proviso: 
Q -a P is a instance of a single conclusion ~ ~ - a s i o i n .  
P r o p o s i t i o i ~  8 If - r, W has a proof, where r rs a m u l t ~ s e t  of agents and W zs a co-agent buzlt 
eccluszvely from occurrences of the z i~dezed & aild prefix~lzg, then thzs sequent has a proof E such 
that for every  occurrence of a seq~iei t f  211 Z, rf the co-agent erpressron 2 1 1  thnt sequent as a top-level 
&iEI then that sequent occurrence zs thc concluszoi~ of a k l E I - R  tntroducizon rule. 
Proof.  This can be proved by a observing that if there is an inference rule in a proof of - r, W 
immediately below an instance of a k i E 1 - R  iilt8roduct,ion rule, then the k i E r - R  introduction rule can 
be permuted lower. 
So far co-agents are extra.cting only positive informatmion. The equivalence of processes, [PI = 
[ Q ] ,  does not come close to  the notion of hisirnulation since it is not possible to  test for what a process 
cannot do. For this, i t  appears necessary to leave the usual logical conilectives and their introduction 
rules and develop a notion of negation as "fa.iling t,o pass a test" or of "negation-as-failure," as it is 
often called in the logic progranllning 1itera.ture. 
A notion of negation-as-failure cannot be achieved by sii~lply adding introduction rules. Instead 
we shall use a hierarchy of proof syst,ems {S, I iz  = 0 , 1 , 2 ,  . . .) such tha.t S,, can handle a nesting 
of at most n occurrences of negation and where non-provable sequents in the S,, proof system yield 
initial sequents (axioms) for negation in t.he proof syst,em (So is identified with the a 0  proof 
system). Even given this hiera,rchy of proof systems, nega.t,ion can stmill cause us one serious problem. 
Notice that the sequent - a.nil, 6.T 1la.s no  proof. Thus, in the S1 proof system, we shall accept 
the sequent - a . n i l ,  7 6 . ~  as initial. If we do not add any further restrictions, there will also be an 
S1 proof of - a . n i l +  b.ni1, y b . ~ .  This conclusion is not accel3table since there is a So-proof (and, 
hence, S1 proof) of - a .n i l  + b.nil, 6 . ~ .  Thus, it would be possible for an agent ( a . n i l +  b.ni1) to  
pass a test ( 6 . ~ )  and its complement. A suit,able solut~ion to t,lris problem is to insist that proofs in 
Sn introduce 7 as early as possible; that is, require t,ha,t any S,l+l proof of a sequent - r, 7W 
be, in fact, an initial sequent of Notrice that t,llis condition is essentially equivalent to  the one 
which can be verified for & i E ~  (Proposition 8) .  kfrit,li negation, however, this condition cannot be 
inferred so we must enforce it. 
Given this motivation, we can now make the following clefinit~ions. Let C:, for n > 0 be sets of 
expressions defined by the following rectirsion on the st.ruct,ure of forn~ulas. 
If I is a denumerable (possibly empt,y) set and for all i E I, TTri ii En then &icrIWi E Cn 
If P E Cn then u.P E C,, and 2.P E Cn. 
If P E C,, then -P E C,+l 
We now introduce, for each n 2 0, a proof system Sn .  Sequents in S,-proofs will be of the form 
- r,  W where r is a mult-iset of agents and W E C,,. For each n > 0, Sn contains the right 
introduction rules for nil, 1, and & , € I  as well as the inference rules for all the TO-theory axioms. 
In particular, the only initial sequents in So are given by t.he &icr-R rule when I is empty. The 
systems Sn+l have as additional initial seq~ent~s  - T, -W, where the sequent - l?, W does 
not have an Sn-proof. Such initial sequents are called negative initial sequents.  An Sn-proof is a 
tree structure arrangement of such initia.1 sequent,^ and inferences with the following proviso: if the 
sequent - r ,  7W has an occurrence in the tree, then tliat occurrence is an initial sequent. For 
n > 0, we write I-" I', W to mean that there is an Sn-proof of - I', W .  Notice that I-,, I?, W if 
and only if to r ,  W. Let Cw = Un,o Cn.  
Notice that it is easy to extend ~roposi t ion 8 to Sn for 11 > 0. Tha.t is, S,-proofs can be assumed 
to be such that whenever a sequent occurreilce has an occurrence of a &ier  co-agent, that sequent 
occurrence is the conclusioil of the hiEI introduction rule. 
Propos i t ion  9 Let W E Cn, let nz > 11.  and let be a ~rlul t ise t  of agent expressions. T h e n  t-"' r ,  W 
if and only zftn'+' r ,  W .  
Proof.  By induction on In. If m = 0 then 11 = 0. Since T4' has no occurrences of negations, the 
result is immediate. Assume that m > 0. Let Z be an ST,,-proof of 7 r ,  W .  If E has no negative 
initial sequents, then E is both an So and Sn,+l-proof. Thus, assume that E contains the initial 
sequent - A ,  7W'. Since 1TW' is a subformula of IT', TV' E C,,-1 Also, there is no Sm-l-proof of 
- A, W'.  By the inductive hypothesis, there is no S,,,,,-proof of - A ,  W' so Sm+1 contains the 
initial sequent - A,  7W'. Since every initial sequent of 2 is initial in Sn,+l, Z is an Sm+l proof 
of - I', W .  Conversely, let 2 be an Sn,+l-proof of - I', Ct' Again, let - A ,  7W' be a negative 
initial sequent in Z. Thus, IV' E C.',-l and there 1s no .ST,,-proof of - A, W'. By the inductive 
hypothesis, there is no Sn,-1 proof of - A,  W' so - A, M(" is an initial sequent in S,. Thus, E 
is also an S,,, proof. 
Let I' be a multiset of agent expressions and let I f t '  E CL .  \Ye write tW I', W if there is some 
n 2 0 such that tn r,  R. Notice tliat if IY E Cn for some n > 0, Proposition 9 implies that I-" r, W 
if and only if tn I',I/V. 
P ropos i t ion  10 Let I' be a n~,ul t ise t  of cige~rl ez:presszoi,s and let TW E Cw. 
(i) Either  tW I',W o r  tW I', 1W 
(ii) It i s  not  the case that tW r, W a ~ r d  t"' r ,  -\IfT 
(iii) yW r, W i f  and only if tW T, -TV 
(iv) tW I',W if and only if tW r, 7-W.  
Proof.  To prove (i), let n be such that CY E Cn.  Then r ,  W is either provable or not provable 
in Sn .  In the first case, tW r, W .  I11 t>he second ca.se, t n + l  1', l T / V  and therefore tw r, 7 W .  
To prove (ii), let n be such that W E C:, and assuine that tW r,  W and I-" r, -W. By 
Proposition 9, tn I?, W and Fn+' I?, -TV. Given the re~t~riction on proofs involving negations in 
proofs, - r ,  -W is an initial sequent of ST,+1 and thus t,here is no S,,-proof of - I', W ,  which is 
a contradiction. 
To prove (iii), let 11 be such t,llat W E C,. Thus by Proposition 9 tj+ I', I.V if and only if r ,  W. 
But this is equivalent to t"+' r ,  -W. By Proposition 9 aga.in, this is equivalent to tW r ,  TW.  
To prove (iv), notice that by ( i i i ) ,  t"' r, 14' is ecluivalent to Yu r ,  T W ,  which (by (iii) again) is 
equivalent to  tW r ,  -1 W .  
For r a multiset of a.gent expressions, define [r] = {LF- E C,, I tw r,  W ) .  
Propos i t ion  11 Let P and Q be ttcw ageirt erpresslolrs. Tlleil [[PI [[Q] if and only zf [PI = [ & I .  
Proof .  Assume that  [PI [QIJ and that [PI # [Q]]. Thus, there is a W E CW such that I-" Q ,  W 
but IfW P, W. By Proposition 10 (iii), tW P, 1 W .  But t.llis implies that 1 W  E [P] and -W E [Q] 
which contradicts Proposition 10 (ii). 
Before connecting the equivalence given by [PI = [Q] to known equivalences, we need to define 
the notion of labeled transition. Let a be an action (that is, a constallt of type i). The three place 
relation P P' is defined to hold if P' I 1 I,, P I a.1. Here, the constallt 1 is some anonymous 
symbol for which no inference rule or axiom is provided. (It is possible to identify 1 with the constant 
of the same name used in linear logic [Gir87] since the inference rules given for 1 there cannot be 
used in any cut-free ro-proof of t,he sequent P' I 1 - P 16.1.) Given this definition, it follows that 
if P &- Pi and Q is an agent expression then P ( 6.Q a P' I Q (simply replace 1 with Q). 
If J? is a multiset of formulas then II' denot.es the parallel composition (using I) of all the formulas 
I' in some fixed but arbitrary order. 
Propos i t ion  12 Let r be a ~ n u l i i s e t  of agents ,  lei  cr be an actro~I .  and  let W E Cw. T h e n  kW r, a .W 
i f  and  on ly  zf t here  i s  a mtlllzset o f  ayenis  9 sllch 112(11 Ir 3 19 and kW 9, CV. 
Proof. First assume that t"' T, ?i.IY. A proof of - T, G.ll: inust contain a subproof where the 
last inference rule is 
for some multiset of agents I?' and some a.gent R. Set 9 equal to the multiset I?' U {R). Now the 
sequent (19) 11 - I", R, 1 clearly has a no-proof (involving only IL rules and initial sequents). If 
we now add t o  this sequent all the right rules that were applied to build the proof of - I?, a.W 
from - I", R, W, we can coll~t~ruct a proof of (19) 11 -- r ,  a.1 and of (I*) 11 - (IF) I a.1. Thus, 
(r 3 I*. 
For the converse, assume that 9 is such t11a.t Ir =% 19 and FW 9, W. The crossover sequent of the 
proof of (IQ) 11 - r, 6.1 must be (IQ) 11 - I", 1 for some ~nult~iset of a.gents I" (see Proposition 2). 
Since (19) and (Ir') are equal agent expressions up to as~ociat~ivity and coininutativity of I ,  kW I", W. 
Now applying to the sequent - r', M' all those right rules that were used to prove (19) I 1 - 
(IT) I 6.1 from (I*) 1 1 - I?', 1 yields a proof of - I?, G.1.V. 
We can now show that co-agents act the same as formulas of tlle Hennessy-Milner modal logic. 
A s s e r t i o n  formulas  are forn~ulas conta~ining the indesed conjunction AieI (for a denumerable index 
set I), the possibility modal (a) (for a an action), and tlle negat.ion 1. The logical constant t r u e  
is defined to be AiEIAi for the empt.y index set I. The ~atisfact~ion of an assertion A by a process 
expression P ,  written as P b A,  is defined by t,he following induction on t,he structure of assertions. 
P b AiEIA; if P b Ai for every i E 1 
P + (a)A if there is an agent P' such that. P P' and P' I= A. 
P b - A  if it is not the case that P 'F .A 
Define the followiilg biject,ion of C:, int>o assertion forinulas: (kiE~I,l/;)* = AicIW:, (a.W)O = 
(a)WO, and (1W)O = TWO. 
Propos i t ion  13 Let W E Cw and let P be (la age111 ~ a p r e s s i o n .  T h e n  tW P,  W zf an,d on ly  if 
P WO. 
Proof .  This proof is by induction on tlle structure of co-agents in C,. The cases for 8 . 1 ~ ~ ~  and 
-. are immediate. Let W be cl.W1. If P (?i)(lV')* then there is a P' such that P Pi and 
P' (W')". By the inductive I~ypotchesis, tW P', 14" and by Proposition 12, FW P, W .  Conversely, 
if kW P,  a.W1 then, by Proposition 12,  there is a P I  such that P P' and kW P', W. By the 
inductive hypothesis, P' + lVO and by the definition of b, P 1 (n)(W')O. 
The following prop~sit~ion is now immediate. 
Proposition 14 Let P and Q be agents. Then [PI = [Q] if aud only if for every assertion A, 
P b A if and only zjQ i= A. 
Since the Hennessy-Milner logic characterizes observational equivalence, P and Q are observa- 
tional equivalence if and only if [PI = [Q] .  It is possible t,o show this result directly without making 
use of the Hennessy-Milner logic but the proof would be essentially identical to  the proof using this 
modal logic. 
This derivation of the Hennessy-Milner logic via co-agents is rather satisfactory for at least two 
reasons. First, i t  is possible to understand agents and assertion formulas as part of the same logical 
system, here a theory in a fragment of linear logic. Second, the intensioilal prefixing operator gives 
rise t o  the intensional modal operator: tlle latter does not need to be added separately. Representing 
prefixing as two non-logical constants of higher-order type might be considered one of the more 
controversial aspects of this representation. The fact that this choice also explains the modal operator 
provides us with more confidence in this choice. 
In fact, the parsimony of our present.ation of co-agci~t~s can be improved even further: negation 1 
is the only co-agent combinator t(11at is necessary. For example, t,he expression  nil can be used for 
T ( 1 P  for any agent P will also do) and tlle expression -(-T/trl + -l,t,'l) can be used for Wl & W2. 
Thus, if we admit indexed sums CiEl  int,o no, t,he only co-agent combinator we need to introduce 
is the negation-as-failure-to-prove operat,or. 
Of course, there is a great dea,l of work left to be done in get.ting a full pict,ure of the relationship 
between multiple-conclusion sequent calculus and process calculi. For example, Abramsky's work on 
bisimulation as testing equivalence [Abr87] should be related t80 the ma.teria1 just presented. A very 
good test of our approa.cl1 would be to see if the modal logics recently described for the T-calculus 
in [MPW91] can be motiva.t,ed using the not,ion of co-agent,~. 
6 Conclusions 
In this paper we have attempted to shorv one rvay that proof theory can be used to  represent and 
organize the details of the n-calculus. This approach seeins successful on more than one level: 
not only can the reflective and transitive closure of reductmion be identified with entailed-by but also 
proof-theoretic notions of semantics provide a ~lat~ural link to well studied semantics for concurrency. 
The derivation of the Hennessy-Milner nlodal logic via tlle notion of co-agents speaks strongly for 
the directness of this approach. 
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